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INTRODUCTION 
This article is motivated by the papers of J.-P. Penot [ 171 and Dane: 
[4], where it is proved that the Drop theorem [3] and the Ekeland 
variational principle [7, 81 are equivalent. We refer the reader to the 
references of the Penot paper [17], where the areas of applications of the 
Ekeland variational principle are shown: nonlinear functional analysis, 
convex analysis, generalized differential calculus, optimization theory, 
sensitivity, fixed-point theory, and global analysis. In the same paper some 
areas of applications of a geometrical result of Dane; [3] known as the 
Drop theorem are mentioned. The generalized Drop theorem of Dane5 [4] 
states: if B is a closed, convex, and bounded subset of a Banach space 
(E, I( .I\), A is a closed and nonempty subset of E, d(A, B) := 
inf{ (( x--y11 : XEA, YE B} >O, SEA, then there exists a point a~,4 n 
co{{suB) such that co({a>uBjnA={aj. Here we prove the 
generalized Drop theorem in a different way and we show that the above- 
mentioned point a can be chosen from A in such a way, that x, + a 
whenever (xn } n z, cco((a}uB} and d(x,,A)-+O. 
Also, here we strengthen in a similar manner the Ekeland variational 
principle, a lemma of Phelps [lS] and the Flower Petal theorem of Penot 
[17], showing that some additional stability properies are valid. In 
Section 2 it is shown that all these strengthened assertions are equivalent 
(and are equivalent to the original versions). 
In Sections 3 and 4, using the strengthened forms of the Ekeland 
variational principle and the Drop theorem, we present new results and 
new proofs of known results about generic properties of convex and non- 
convex minimization problems. 
We note that for topological spaces there is an assertion analogous to 
the Ekeland variational principle due to Coban and Kenderov [2], and 
also, that there is another direction of investigations connected with the 
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Drop theorem and with the geometry of Banach spaces (see Rolewicz 1211, 
Kutzarova [ 141, and Montesinos [ 163). 
Some of the results presented here are announced in [lo]. 
1. THE STATEMENTS 
Let E be real Banach space with norm ]) ./I, with B(x; r) (resp. B[x; r]) 
denoted as the open (resp. the closed) ball with center x and radius r. For 
x,y~Edenote [x,y]=(~x+(l-l)y:t~[O,l]};bdAforAcEisthe 
boundary of A. The drop associated with a point a E E and a convex subset 
Bof Eis the convex hull of {a}uB:D(a,B)=(ta+(l-t)b:tE[O,l], 
bEB}. Denote for A, BcEd(A,B)=inf{(ja-b)/: SEA, bEB). 
The Hausdorff distance between two subsets A and B of E is defined as 
follows: h(A, B) = max { supuc A inf,, B (1 a -b (1, SUPS, B inf,. A II a - b II }. 
Denote by N the set of all positive integers. 
THEOREM 1 .I (Generalized Drop theorem, Dane: [4]). Let A be a non- 
empty and closed subset of E, B be a closed, bounded, and convex subset of E 
such that d(A, B) > 0, s E A. Then there exists a point a E A n D(s, B) such 
that D(a, B) n A = (a}. 
Proof. If B is empty, then there is nothing to prove. Let d = d(A, B). 
First we will prove 
VE>O, VA’cA, A’#@, 3aEA’ such that diam(D(a, B) n A’) ,< E. (1) 
For 6 E (0, min { d&/2M, 1 }, where M = diam B + d(A’, B) + 1, there exists 
a E A’ such that d(a, B) < d(A’, B) + 6. Let z E D(a, B) n A’. Then 
z = ta + (1 - t) b for some t E [O, l] and b E B. Since the distance function 
to a convex set is convex, we have: d(A’, B) < d(z, B) < td(a, B) < 
td(A’, B) + t& whence 1 -t < tS/d(A’,B) < 6/d and [/z-u/I = 
(1 - t)ll a - b I( < 6M/d < e/2, therefore diam(D(a, B) n A’) < E and (1) is 
proved. 
By (1) we can construct sequences {AiJi, r, (a,},, I with the properties: 
diam Ai < l/i, (2) 
OiEAi-1, (3) 
Ai=DinAj-,, where Dj = D(a,, B), A0 = A n D(s, A). (4) 
By the Cantor theorem flp”= r Ai = (a}. For D := D(a, B) we will prove 
in, Di=D. (5) 
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Since a E D we have D c Di, for every i E N and therefore D c n E 1 Di. Let 
XE~TZ, Di. Then x=t,a,+(l-ti) bi, where ti~[O,l], biEB. Take a 
convergent subsequence { tn,}, t,, + t. Consider the cases: 
(a) t=l.Then ~Jx-a,~(=(l-t,)~~a,-bi,)~~(l-t,)diam D,+O. 
(b) t < 1. Then there exists v such that 1 - t, > 0 for every k > v and 
we can write bi~=x/(l-t,)-t,a,/(l-ti~)-,x/(l-~)-ftil/(l-f)=:b~B 
(because B is closed). Hence x = ta + (1 - t) 6, x E D. 
Since Di c Dip 1 c D(s, A) for i 3 2, by (4) we have 
Ai=DinAi-,=DinDi-,nAi_, 
=DinAi-,=...=DinAnD(s,A)=DinA 
and by (5) we have 
nA= [ (DinA)= 6 A;=(a). 1 
i=l i= 1 
Now we will see, that the point a from Theorem 1.1 can be chosen from 
A in such a way, that every minimizing sequence ix,}, >, c D(a, B), 
d(x,, A) + 0, must converge to a. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Strong Drop theorem). Let B be a closed, convex, and 
bounded subset of E, A be nonempty and closed subset of E and d := 
d(A, B) > 0, B, := ( x E E: d(x, B) d E}. Then for every E E (0, d), for every 
z E E such that D(z, B,) n A # 12/ there exists a point a E A n D(z, B,) such 
that A n D(a, B) = (u} and x, +a whenever (x,},~~ t D(a, B) and 
d(x,, A) + 0. 
Proof. By the generalized Drop theorem (Theorem 1.1) applied for 
Au(z) and B, there exists a point a~ D(z, B,) n A such that 
AnD(a, B,)= (a}. Let (x,},~~ c D(a, B), ~,#a for every neN and 
d(x,, A)+O. Then x,=t,a+(l-t,)b, for some t,~[0, l), b,eB. There 
exist y,,~ A such that 1(x,-y,II -+ 0. Let z, E [x,, y,,] n bdD(a, B,) and 
c, := z,/( 1 - t,) - t,a/( 1 - t,). If c, E int B, for some m E N, then 
z, E int D(a, B,), a contradiction. Therefore d(c,, B) >/ E for every n E N and 
we have 
whence 1 - t, < 11 x, - z, II/s -+ 0. Hence 
1) x, - a 11 = (1 - t,)ll b, - a 1) < (1 - t,) diam o(a, B) + 0. I 
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THEOREM 1.3 (Phelps [ 18, Lemma 1.21). Suppose that B is a bounded, 
closed, convex, and nonempty subset qf E wYth 0 $ B and that A is a closed 
subset qf E. [f for some z E E A n (K+;) (where K= R+B) is bounded 
and nonempty, then there exists a point aE A n (K +z) such that 
An(K+a)= (a}. 
Here we present the strengthened variants of the Phelps lemma, of the 
Ekeland variational principle and of the Penot Flower Petal theorem [ 171 
and we will prove in Section 3 that they are equivalent. 
THEOREM 1.4 (strong Phelps lemma). Suppose that B is closed, convex, 
bounded and nonempty subset of E with 0 q! B and that A is a closed non- 
empty subset of E, B, := (x~ E: d(x, B) 6 E}. If EE (0, d(0, B)) and 
A n (K, + z) is nonempty and bounded for some z E E, where K, = R’ + B,, 
then there exists a point a E A n (K, + z) such that A n (K + a) = {a} and 
x,, + a whenever {x, ) n a I cK+aandd(x,, A)+0 (K=R+B). 
THEOREM 1.5 (amended strong Ekeland’s variational principle). Let 
f: M + 58 u ( + 00 } be a lower semicontinuous function on a complete metric 
space (M, d). I f  f  is bounded below on M and not improper, then for any 
6 > 0, y > 0, and any x0 E M there exists a point a E M such that: 
(1) f(a)<f(x)+yd(a, x) for every x~M, x&a, 
(2) f(a)<.ih)-yd(a, x0)+4 
(3) x, +a whenever {x,},,~, c M andf(x,) + yd(a, x,,) -+ f  (a). 
THEOREM 1.6 (strong Ekeland’s variational principle). Let f: M -+ R u 
{ + co > be a lower semicontinuous, bounded below on M and not improper 
function on a complete metric space (M, d), E > 0 and x0 E M be such that 
f(xO)<inff(M)+e. Then for any 6,>0, 6,>0, y>O with y6,>& there 
exists a point a EM such that: 
(1) f(a) <f(x) + yd(a, x) for every x E M, x # a, 
(2) d(a, 4 < 6, + by 
(3) x,?--*a whenever {x,},~, =M andf(x,} +yd(a, x,)+f(a). 
It is easy to see that Theorem 1.6 follows from Thoerem 1.5. Indeed, by 
(2) of Therem 1.5 for 6=6,y we have 
In [17] Penot introduced a notion “petal,” namely the petal 
P,(a, b)associated with y > 0 and points a, b of a metric space (M, d) is the 
set P,(a, b) = (x~ M: yd(a, x) + d(x, b) < d(a, b)} and proved that his 
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“Flower Petal Theorem” is equivalent to the Ekeland variational principle 
and to the Drop theorem. 
Analogously, for a function f: m + R on a metric space (44, d), the set 
P, &(a,f) := {x E 44: $(a, x) +f(x) <j(a) + S> will be called a petal 
associated with 620, y>O, a~J4 andJ: Iff(.)=d(., b) for ~E:M, then 
P.,,,,Ja,f) is the petal P,(a, h) in the Penot definition. 
THEOREM 1.7 (strong Flower Petal theorem). Let A be a closed subset 
of a complete metric space (M, d), f: M + IF! be a Lipschitz function bounded 
below on A and let 6 >O, y > 0, X,E A. Then there exists a point 
a E A n P,, Jx,, f) such that 
(1) P,da,f)nA= {a) and 
(2) ~,+a whenever (x,~~~~cP./,~(u,~) andd(x,,A)+O. 
2. THE IMPLICATIONS 
In this section we will prove the following implications: The generalized 
generalized Drop theorem * the Phelps lemma * the strong Phelps 
lemma j the amended strong Ekeland’s variational principle *the 
strong Flower Petal theorem *the Petal theorem (assertion (1) of 
Theorem 1.7) *the generalized Drop theorem. 
Let K(x, B) be the cone generated by x 4 B and the set B of a normed 
space (E, 11.11): K(x, B):=(zEE:z=x+t(b-x), tb0, bEB). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The generalized Drop theorem (Theorem 1.1) implies 
the Phelps lemma (Theorem 1.3). 
Proof. Let us adopt the notations of the Phelps lemma. Since 
A n (K+ z) is bounded, there exists r > 0 such that A n (K+ z) c B(z; r). 
Let t, = 2r/d(O, B) and C = z + t,B. Then d(z, C) = tOd(O, B) = 2r and 
d( C, A n (K + z)) > r. Thus we can apply Theorem 1.1 for C and 
A n (K+ z) (it is easy to see that K is closed). There exists a point a E A n 
(K + z) such that: 
An(K+z)nD(a, C)= {a}. (1) 
We will prove that 
a + Kc K(u, C). (2) 
We have: a-z=t,b, for some t,>,O, b,EB and tld(O, B)<tt, ((b,/)= 
(I a - z (I < r, whence tl < r/d(O, B) < 2r/d(O, B) = to. Let x E a + K and 
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t,=t,-t,. Then x-u= t2h2 for some t, 20, ~,EB, and h, := 
t,h,/t,+ t,h,/t,c B. For s := t,/t, we have: x=a+t,h,=a+st,hz= 
a+s(t,b,-t,b,)=a+s(t,b,+z-a), thereforexEK(a, C). Since B(z;r)n 
C= gl, we have 
B(z; r) n K(a, C) = B(z; r) n D(a, C) 
and by (2) 
(K+ a) n B(z; r) c K(a, C) n B(z; r) = B(z; r) n D(a, C). 
Since Kis a cone and aEK+z, we have K+acK+z and by (l), 
(K+a)nA 
=(K+a)n(K+z)n,4nB(z;r)cB(z;r)nD(a,C)n(K+z)nA 
=b>. I 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The Phelps lemma (Theorem 1.3)implie.s the strong 
Phelps lemma ( Theorem 1.4 ). 
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof that the generalized Drop 
theorem (Theorem 1.1) implies the strong Drop theorem (Theorem 1.2). It 
is easy to see that B, and K, are closed. By the Phelps lemma 
(Theorem 1.3) there exists a point a E (K, + z) n A such that 
An(K,+z)n(K,+a)= {a}. 
Since K, is a cone and UE (K,+z), we have K,+ac K,+z, therefore 
An(K,+a)= {a}. 
Let bJn~ 1 cK+a, x,#a and d(x,, A)+O. Then x,=a+t,b, for 
some t,>O, b, E B. There exist y, EA such that 11x, -yn 1) --) 0. Let 
z, E [x,, y,] n bd(K, + a) and c, := (z, - a@,. If c, E int B, for some m, 
then z, E int(K, + a), a contradiction. Therefore d(c,, B) > E for every 
positive integer n and we have 
I/x, -z, I( = t, 1) b, -c, I( 2 t,,E, whence t, < I( x, -z, /l/s + 0. 
Hence 
~)x,-a(~=t,I~6,)~~tt,diam{Bu{O}}~0. 1 
Let E, := E x R’ be furnished with the “max” norm: 
II~~~~~l~-~~~~~Z~lI=~~~OI~l-~zll, ltl--21). 
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Denote B, = {(x, 0) E E, : 1) x I( < r}, 
where 
4, s = {Cx, f) E E, : d,((x, t), B,) 6 S}, 
d,((Xl, fl)Y (x2, t2))= II@,, f,)-(x*r f*)ll. 
LEMMA 2.3. For every r, s, E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
K(U), s), B, s) = K((O, s), B,+,). 
Proof: Let 0<6<m/(r+E+s), jx, ~)EK((O, s), B,,). Then s(r+d)/ 
(s-d)<r-t-s, (x,t)=(O,s)+A,((xi, t,)-(0,s)) for some A,>0 and 
(XI, t,kB,,,. Let II, = (s - ti)/s, x2 = xi/&. Then 
IIx211=IIxlll/~2~~(r+~)/(~-~tl)~r+~ 
and 
(4 t) = (0,s) + A((x l,t,)-(O,s))=(O,s)+~,((~,x,,s-s~,)-(O,s)) 
= (0, s) + h((~,x,, 0) - (0, sJ2)) = (0,s) + &&((x*, 0) - (0, s)), 
which shows that (x, t) E K((0, s), B,,,). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The strong Phelps lemma (Theorem 1.4) implies the 
amended strong Ekeland variational principal (Theorem 1.5). 
Proof. Let us adopt the notations of Theorem 1.5. If f(xO) = inff(M), 
then a :=x0 fulfills (l), (2), and (3) of Theorem 1.5. Assume 
f(x,,) > inff(M). We follow the Penot idea from [ 171: replacing d by 
d’ := min {s, d}, where s = l/y(f(x,) - inf fM)), we may suppose that d is 
bounded. Indeed, it is easy to check that if (1) (2), and (3) are fulfilled for 
d’, then they are fulfilled for d, too. 
(M, d) can be isometrically embedded into some Banach space E, for 
instance, into the Banach space of the bounded functions on M with the 
supremum norm via the mapping XF+ d,, where d,(y) = d(x, y), for x, 
yEM. 
Thus we may suppose, that M is a bounded closed subset of a Banach 
space (E, II.11 ). Since f is lower semicontinuous and M is closed, epi f is a 
closed subset of E, := E x IR with the “max” norm (see before Lemma 2.3). 
We may suppose that 0<6<y diam M. Let s>O, d=&/y, 0~6,~ 
6d/(y diam M - 6), 
B, = {b, --E)EE~: llxll <d+6,}, K,=K(O, B,) (=R+B,), 
&= {(x, --E)EE,: llxll <d}, K,=K(O, B2) (=R+B,). 
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By Lemma 2.3 there exists 6, > 0 such that 
K,:=R+{(x,~)EE, :d,((x,t), B2)<&)cK,. 
We will prove that there exists t,, E R such that ((.u,, f,,) + K,) n epi J’# fa. 
If ,f(xO) < + cc, take to =.f(x,). Suppose f(xo) = + m. Since f is not 
improper, there exists a point x, EM with f‘(x,)< +x. Take AI > 
II Xl - x0 II/d ZI = (XI -x,)/I,, t,=f(x,)+I,.s. Then (.y,,S(x,))= 
(x0, to) + AI(Z1, --E), 1) z, )I 6 d which shows that (x,, f(x,)) E (x0, to) + K,. 
Further, ((x0, to) + K,)nepi f is a bounded subset of E,. Indeed if 
(.x2, b) E ((x0, to) + K, 1 n epif, then (x2, t2) = (x0, to) + A,(z,, --EL where 
tz>f(x,), IIz211 ,<d+6,, A,>0 and we have 
inff(M)<f(.x,)6tz=to--~&,<t0, 
II x2 II G II x0 II + 4 II zz II 6 II x0 II + (to - t,)(d+ 6 I I/E 
< II x0 II + (to - inff (M))(d+ &,)/E =: f3, 
whence I/(x2, j,)ll <max{t,, t3}. Thus we can apply the strong Phelps 
lemma: there exists a point (a, a) E ((x0, to) + K3) n epi f c ((x0, to) + 
K,) n epi f such that 
(i) ((a, a)+K,)nepi f= {(a, a)} and 
(ii) W, -+ (a, a) whenever {w,},~, c (a, c() + K2 and d,(w,, 
epi f) + 0. 
Obviously tl =f (a). Thus (a, f (a)) = (x0, to) +p(y, --E), where p 2 0, 
II yll <d+6,. Ify#O we havep= la-x,II/II y/j 2 /la--x,ll/(d+6,) and 
f~~)=~o-p~dto-lIa--x,Il E/(d+h,)<f(Xo)-dy l/a-x,ll/(d+6,) 
Gf (x0) - Y II a -x0 II + 6, Y dam Ml(d+ 6,) <f(xo) - y II a -x0 II + 6, 
which is the condition (2) of Theorem 1.5. If ,v = 0, then a = x0 and (2) is 
fulfilled. 
Let u#x~M, A= /Ia-xl//d, z=(x-u)/A, t=f(u)-A&. Then //z/I =d, 
(x, t) = (a, f (a)) + A(z, --E), which shows that (x, t) E (a, f(u)) + KZ, 
whence by (i) (x, t) $ epi f, therefore f (x) > t =f(u) - h =f(u) - y I( a - x )I, 
which is condition (1) of Theorem 1.5. 
Let {G}~~, c M x, #a, f (x,) + y (I a -x, I/ -+ f (a). Denote A,, = 
II a-x, II/d z, = (x, -a)/&, t, =f(u) - 1,~. Then II z, II = 4 (x,, t,) = 
(4 f(a)) + w,, --E), which shows that (x,, t,) E (a, f(u)) + K2 and we 
have 
f (xn) - tn =f(x,) -f(a) + 6 II a - xn II/d- 0, 
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which means d,((x,, t,), epif) --PO. Now, (ii) shows that (x,, t,) + 
(a, f(a)), which completes the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The amended strong Ekeland variational principle 
implies the strong Flower Petal theorem. 
Proof. Let us adopt the notations of Theorem 1.7. By Theorem 1.5 
there exists a point a E A such that: 
(1) f(a) <f(x) + yd(a, x) for every x E A, x # a, 
(2) f(a) <.fhJ - $(a, 4 + 6, and 
(3) x, + a whenever {x~),,> 1 c A and fk,) + Ma, x,,) -+f(a). 
Condition (1) shows that for each x E A\{ a} x +! P,, ,Ja,f), (2) shows that 
a E P,, &J). 
Let k>,, I c PJa,f), d(x,, A) -+ 0. There exist a,, E A with 
d(x,, a,) + 0 and, using (1) we can write 
0 G da, a,) +fta,) -f(a) G Ma, x,) + yd(x,,, a,) 
+f(aJ -.0x,) +f(xJ -f(a) 
6 ydtx,, a,) + Wa,, x,) -+ 0, 
where L is the Lipschitz constant for J: Now (3) shows that a, --f a, whence 
x, -+a. 1 
Let now M= E be a Banach space, A c M, f be a convex function, 
B be a closed, convex, and bounded subset, E > 0, k, := supf(B) < 
inff(A) =: k,, O<y<(k,-k,)/(d+~+diam B), d:=d(A, B)>O, UEA, 
d(a, B) < d + E. We will show that 
Nay B) = P, da,f). 
Let z E D(a, B). Then z = ta + (1 - t) b for some t E [0, 11, b E B and we 
have 
da, z) +ftz) G Y( I- t)ll a - b II + !/la) + (I- t)ftb) 
= (1 - t)tr II a-b II +ftb)) + tfta) 
< (1 - t)[y(d(a, B) + diam B) +f(b)l -I t’(a) 
<(l-t)[y(d+s+diamB)+k,]+tf(a) 
< (I- t) k2 + $(a) < (1 - t)f(a) + tffa) =f(a), 
therefore z E P, ,,(a,f). 
If we take f( .) = d( . , B), then f is a convex Lipschitz function and it is 
clear how to prove the following. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. The Flower Petal theorem (Assertion (1) qf 
Theorem 1.7) implies the generalized Drop theorem. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE STRONG EKELAND VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and B(X) stand for the set of all 
lower samicontinuous (1.s.c.) bounded from below real-valued functions on 
X. B(X) is a complete metric space under the distance 
P(f, ,f2) = sup I fi(X) -f2(x)ll(l + I f,(x) -f&)1 )? f,,f* E &W. 
.r E x 
Denote by V(X) the set of all nonempty closed subsets of X. If the metric d 
is not bounded, we may replace it by the complete and bounded metric 
d’(x, v) = min { d(x, y), 11. It is not difficult to see that the metrics d and d 
are equivalent and that the Hausdorff metrics h and h’ on T(X) generated, 
respectively, by d and d’ are equivalent. Thus we may suppose that d is a 
bounded metric. It is well known that (V(X), h) is a complete metric space 
(see [31, p. 4171). 
Let us recall the well-known Tyhonov and Hadamard well posedness 
(the last is taken wrt the Hausdorff distance h on V(X) and the metric p 
on B(X)). Let (A,f) E V(X) x B(X) and argmin, f stands for the solution 
set (possible empty) of the minimization problem (A, f ): find x0 E A such 
that f(xO) = inf f (A). 
A minimization problem (A,, fo) is called well posed in sense of Tyhonov 
(resp. Hadamard) if it has unique solution x0 E A and every minimizing 
sequence {x,},, i c A, i.e., f(xJ -+ f(xd (rev. {x,),,~ = X 
x, E argmin,” f, and (A,, f,) -+ (A,,, fo)) converges to x0. It is easy to see 
that the minimization problem (A,, fo) is well posed in the sense of 
Hadamard if and only if the multivalued mapping -Y(X) x B(X)3 
(A, f) I-+ argmin, f is single-valued and upper semicontinuous at (A,, fo). 
Recall that the multivalued mapping F: w--+ Y is said to be upper 
semicontinuous at x E 2, where x and Y are topological spaces, if for every 
open set V 3 F(x) there exists an open set U 3 x such that F(z) c VA for 
every z E U. 
Let LA,J&) = 1 x E X: f (x) < inff (A) + E and d(x, A) GE}, for E > 0. 
Following Revalski [19] we will say that the minimization problem (A, f) 
is called well posed if inf, ,0 diam LA,Je) = 0. It is easy to see that the 
minimization problem (A, f) is well posed in the sense of Revalski if and 
only if argmin, f = {x0} andx, + x0 whenever {x,},, i c x, f (x,) -+ f (x0) 
and d(x,, A) -+ 0. 
In [19] it is proved that for the assertions: 
(a) the problem (A, f) is well posed in the sense of Hadamard, 
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(b) the problem (A,f) is well posed in the sense of Revalski, 
(c) the problem (A,f) is well posed in the sense if Tyhonov are valid 
the implications: (a) * (b) * (c). If in addition f is continuous, then 
(b) * (a). 
Here we shall see how with the help of the strong Ekeland variational 
principle one can prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Revalski [19]). The set r, of these elements (A,f) of 
r := Y(X) x C,(X)f or which the corresponding minimization problem (A, f) 
is well posed in the sense of Hadamard is a dense Gd subset of r. Here 
C,(X) = {fE B(X): f is continuous}. 
Before giving the proof, we need the following lemma. 
Denote d’((d,,f,), (A,,f,))=max(h(A,,A,),p(f,,f,)} for Al,A,cX 
fi 3 fi E m-). 
LEMMA 3.2. The function cp: (K d’) 3 (A, f) + inff(A) is upper semicon- 
tinuous (u.s.c.). 
Proof Let E > 0 and (A,, fO) E r be ixed. There exists x0 E A, such that 
fO(x,) < inffo(Ao) + a/3. Since f is continuous, there exists 6 E (0, s/(3 + e)) 
such that I fO(x) -fO(xo)l ~43 whenever XE: X and d(x, x0) < 6. Let 
(A, f) or and d’((A, f), (A,, fO)) <6. Then there exists x E A such that 
d(x, x0) -C 6 and 
whence 
I f(x) -f&Ml + I f(x) -fo(x)l) < 4 
I f(x) -f&N < w - 4 < s/3. 
Thus we have cp(A, f) = inf f (A) <f(x) -c fO(x) + 43 < fO(xO) + 2&/3 < 
inff&%) + E = v(&, fO) + 6. I 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) Denseness. Let (A, f) E r, E > 0, 0 < y < 
e/diam X. By the strong Ekeland variational principle (Theorem 1.5 or 1.6) 
there exists a point a E B[A; E] := (x E X: d(x, A) GE} such that: 
(i) f(a) <f(x) + yd(a, x) whenever a #x E B[A; E] and 
(ii) x, -+ a whenever {xnjnp I = NA; ~1 andf (x,) + yd(a, x,) -+f (a). 
Forf,(.) :=f(.)+yd(a, .) we have fEcCb(X) and 
P(f,fe) = SUP I f(x) -f&xl/(1 + I f(x) -f&N 1 
XEX 
= sup yd(a, x)/( 1 + yd(a, x)) < y diam X-C E. 
X6X 
For A, := A u {a} we have h(A, A,) GE and f,(a) = inffJAC). 
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Let ~,GJ,,~, c X, d(.r,,, A,:) -+ 0, ,f;,(s,,) -f;,(u). If d(a, A) <E, then for 
some v L > 0 X, E B[A; E] for every n > v, and by (ii) x,, -P a. Assume that 
d(a, A) = E and x, k a. Then there exist S > 0 and a subsequence {x,,~ 1 
such that (( x,,~ - a I( > 6 for every integer k. From ~I(s,,~, A,) -+ 0 it follows 
that for some v2 wehave x,,~ E B[A; E] for k > v2. By (ii) we obtain xnk + n, 
a contradiction. Therefore the minimization problem (A,,J,) is well posed 
in the sense of Revalski and, as it was mentioned above, in the sense of 
Hadamard. 
(b) Gg. We will prove that for every integer n the set I’, = ((A, f) E f: 
in&, o diam LA,(&)< l/n} is open. Let (A,,,f,)~f,,. Then there exists 
E > 0 such that diam LAo,fO(~) <: I/n. By Lemma 3.2 there exists 0 < 6 < 
min {c/(3 + e), 2&/3, 1) such that inf f(A) - inffo(A,) < 43 whenever 
d((A,f), (A,, .h)) < 4 (A, f) E r. Let Mf) E r, d’((A,f), (A,, fo)) < 4 
x E LA,.J.s/3). Then p(f; fO) < 6 implies ) f(x) -fo(x)/ < 6/( 1 - 6) < 43 and 
we have 
fo(x) <s/3 +f(x) d inff(A) + 2s/3 < inffo(Ao) -t E 
and 
d(x, A,) Q d(x, A) + h(A, A,) <s/3 + 6 < 43 + 2s/3 = E, 
which shows that XE LA,,ro(~). Hence L&E/~) c L.,,,Js) and (A,f) E r,,. 
Obviously To = fl,“= , r,,. i 
Analogous theorem for a class topological spaces containing all 
metrizable compacta was proved by Kenderov [ 121. 
Let us now consider the class of convex minimization problems. Let X be 
a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Banach space (I!?, I/ .I) ). Denote 
by CONV,(X) thosefE C,(X) which are convex. CONV,(X) is a complete 
metric space under the distance p. Let K(X) = {A c X: A # a, A is closed 
and convex}. When X is bounded, then (K(X), h) is a complete metric 
space too. 
In the same way, as Theorem 3.1, we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Revalski [ 193). Let X be bounded. Then the set So of 
those elements (A, f) E K(X) x CONV,( X) for which the corresponding 
minimization problem (A, f) is well posed in the sense of Hadamard is a 
dense Gd subset of K(X) x CONVJX). 
ProoJ: Let us adopt the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.1. The new 
part of the proof is of the chaise of the set A, (in the proof of Theorem 3.1): 
here we take A, to be co(Au {a}}. 
Let {xnjnp 1 c--K 4x,, A) -+ 0, fe(x,) -+ fJa). Assume that d(a, A) = E 
and x, k a. Then there exists 6 E (0, 2 diam A,) and a subsequence {x,,,,} 
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such that /[ xnk - a II > 6 for every k = 1, 2, . . . . Let z E A,\B(a; S/2). Then 
z=ta+(l-t)h for some t~[O,l], SEA and we have (Iz--all= 
(1 - t)l(a - bI\ > S/2, whence 1 - t > 6/(2 I( a - b I( ) > 6/(2 diam A,), 
t < 1 - 6/(2 diam A,) and d(z, A) 6 rd(a, A) <E - e6/(2 diam A,), because of 
the convexity of the distance function d( ., A). There exist ( y,},, , c A 
such that (/ x,,~ -yk (/ --) 0. Then for some v we have y, 4 B(a; 6/2) and 
II X,,k -y, (( < e8/(2 diam A,) for k > v. Thus we obtain (for k > v): 
4x,, 2 A) d II xnk -yk I( + d(y,, A) -C&8/(2 diam A,) + E - &b/(2 diam A,) = E. 
Hence by (ii) (from the proof of Theorem 3.1) it follows that x,~ + a, a 
contradiction. 1 
We note that in [19] it is proved, that the sets So and r, (in 
Theorem 3.1) contain dense G, subsets. Similar results are obtained in [6] 
and [15]. 
Using the strong Ekeland variational principle, in an analogous way one 
can prove another theorem of Revalski [ 19, Theorem 31. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE STRONG DROP THEOREM 
Denote by Y the set of all closed, convex, bounded, and nonempty 
subsets of E furnished with the Hausdorff metric h. It is we11 known that 
(V, h) is a complete metric space (see [13], p:417). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let XC E be a nonempty bounded subset, c E R, f: E + R be 
a continuous convex function, A(c) = (x E E:f(x) < c} and let there exists 
z E E with f(z) < c. Then for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
d(x, A(c)) < E whenever x E X and f (x) < c + 6. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists E~>O, X,E X, such 
that f(x,) < c + l/n and d(x,, A(c)) >, E,, for every positive integer n. Let 
t > 0, 0 < 1 - t < E,Jh(z, X), 0 < 6, < (1 - t)(c -f(z))/t, m > l/6,, y = tx, + 
(1 - t) z. Then we can write 
f(y)dtf(x,)+(l-t)f(z)<t(c+l/m)+(l--)c-rt6,<c, 
whence y E A(c). But 
a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f: E --, R be a convex continuous function bounded 
from below on the bounded sets and satisfying the condition: either 
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( 1) inff(E) = - co or 
(2) there exists z0 E E such that f(zO) = inf,f( E) and x, + z,, wheneuer 
Mn2 1 c E andf(x,) +f(z,,). 
Let $a be the set of those elements X of 9. for which the corresponding 
minimization problem (X, f) is well posed in the sense of Hadamurd. Then Vi 
is a dense G6 subset of-Y-. 
Proof We will work with the well posedness in the sense of Revalski, 
because it is equivalent to the well posedness in the sense of Hadamard, as 
it was mentioned above (see [19]). 
(a) Denseness. Let s>O, XE Y, m= inf f(B[X E/2]), A = (x~ E: 
f(x) <m}, B[X; 421 := (x~ E: d(x, X) < 42). If the case (2) (in the 
definition off) holds and if z0 E B[X; E], then there is nothing to prove. 
Assume that either the case (1) is fulfilled, or zO$ B[X; E]. Denote 
x0= 
{ 
zo if case (2) holds, 
I with f (2) < m, otherwise. 
Then f(xo) cm. By Lemma 4.1, d(B[X; 421, A) = 0. Hence d(X, A) < 42. 
If d(X, A) <s/2, then there exist z E A, 6 > 0 with B(z; 6) c B[X; s/2]. Let 
t~(0, I), 1 -t <6/h(x,, B[X,&/2]), y= tz+ (1 -t)x,. Then 
II~-z/I=(~-t)llz-x,l/~(1-t)h(x,,B[X;~/2])<6, 
therefore y E B[X; c/2] and 
m<f(y)<tf(z)+(l-t)f(x,)<tm+(l-t)m=m, 
a contradiction. Therefore d(X, A) = s/2 and, since f is continuous, A is 
closed. Thus we can apply the strong Drop theorem: there exists 
a E B(X; E) n A such that 
(i) D(a, X) n A = {CZ} and 
(ii) x, -+ a whenever {x”},,> i c D(a, X) and d(x,, A) --) 0. 
By (i) and by the continuity off we have m=/(a) = inff(D(a, X)). 
Let {.vnln2 1 c E, d(yn, D(a, X)) -+ 0, f( y,) +f(a). Then by Lemma 4.1 
d(y,, A) + 0. There exists x, E D(a, X) such that 11 x,-y, 11 + 0. So 
d(x,, A) < )I x, -y, II + d( y,, A) + 0, and by (ii) we obtain x, -+ Q, whence 
y, + a. The set X, := D(a, X) is closed and thus we obtain that the 
minimization problem (X, , f) is well posed in the sense of Revalski and, as 
it was mentioned above, in the sense of Hadamard. For XE X, we have 
x=Aa+(l -n)b, where 1~10, 11, bEX and since d(.,B) is a convex 
function (because B is convex), d(x, X) < ,ld(a, X) < d(a, X) < E. Therefore 
h(X, Xi) d E and the denseness is proved. 
The “G6” part of the proof is the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 1 
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It is easy to see that if f: E -+ IR is continuous and sublinear (i.e., 
fix + y) <f(x) +f( y)) then the well possedness in the sense of Tyhonov 
and Revalski (therefore and in the sense of Hadamard) coinside. Indeed, let 
the minimization problem (X,f) be well posed in the sense of Tyhonov and 
let bJnP 1 c E, d(x,, X) + 0, f(x,) + inff(X) =f(x,) for some x0 E E. 
Then there exists y, E X with I( x, - yn I( + 0 and we have 
f(xo) Gf(Y,,) =f(xJ + Cf(Yn) -fbJl cf(xr*) +fLJJtt - xn) ~fc%). 
whence y, --f x0 and x, --f x0. 
Now, if we take f(e) = (1. --y )I for some y E E, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 4.3 (De Blasi and Myjak [S 3). Let y E E be fixed and “Y, be 
the set of those elements X of V0 for which the metric projection for y is 
single-valued, Px(y) := {xEX: 1(x-yl( =inf=., IIz-y/l} = {xY], undeuery 
minimizing sequence {x,} n >, cX, 1(x,- yll -+ 11x,--yll, converges to x .,.. 
Then V0 is a dense Gs subset of Y. 
In addition we obtain that the set V0 from Corollary 4.3 is precisely the 
set { X E V : P.(y) is single-valued and upper semicontinuous at X}. 
Let us recall that I E E* (resp. 1 E E) is said to be strongly (resp. w*- 
strongly) exposing functional for Xc E (resp. Xc E*) if there exists x0 E X 
for which f(x,)=sup Z(X) and x,, +.x0, whenever (x,~},,~, CX and 
f(x,) --t sup f(X). The point x0 in the above delinition is said to be a 
strongly (resp. w*-strongly) exposed point of X. 
COROLLARY 4.4 [9]. Let 1 E E*, 1 #O, “Y; be the set of those elements X 
of W for which 1 is strongly exposing for X; -Y; be the set of those XE Y for 
which the multivalued mapping X++ {x E X: l(x) = sup Z(X) 1 is single-vulued 
and upper semicontinuous at X. Then VI = “Y2 and VL is a dense Gs subset 
of -tr. 
The set Xc E is said to be dentable, if it has slices of arbitrarily small 
diameter. A slice is the set S(X, I, a) = (x E X: I(x) > sup I(X) -a>, where 
IE E*, a > 0. Obviously if X has a strongly exposed point, then X is 
dentable. 
COROLLARY 4.5 [9]. Almost all (in sense of the Baire category) closed, 
convex, bounded, and nonempty subsets of a Banach space ‘are dentable. 
Let ^lr* be the set of all convex, w*-compact and nonempty subset of E* 
(the dual space of E), furnished with the Hausdorff metric h. We shall see 
that (Y‘*, h) is a complete metric space. 
Let L be the set of all sublinear, positive-homogeneous and continuous 
functionals on E: I E L if and only if I(x + y) < Z(x) + I(y). 1( tx) = t/(x), for 
409/131/l-2 
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t>O, I is continuous. For IE L define K(l) = {.Y* E E*: (s, x*) <I(x), 
VXE Ej. Obviously K(I) is a M’*- compact convex set. By the Hormander 
theorem [ 111, (see also [20, p. 171) K(I) # @ and I( .) = a,,,,( .), where (TV 
is the support functon for KEY*: aK(x) =suP,,~ (x, I) (which easy 
follows in our situation also by the separation theorem in E x R for epi I 
and (x, I(X) --E), E > 0). The separation theorem shows that 3”* 3 K = 
{x*EE*: (x,x*) da,(x), VXE E}. Therefore the mapping I: L3lt-+ K(I) 
is a bijection between L and Y”*. Also it is known and easy to prove that 
h(K, > K*) = SUP I6&4 - %+)I > 
x E s 
where K,,K,E~*,S=(XEE:I~X~~=~~. 
Thus I is an isometric isomorphism (Minkowski’s duality) between (L, t) 
and (V*, h), where 
7(l, > /2) := SUP I /1(x) - &)I~ 
x E s 
Analogically (V, h) is isometrically isomorph to (L*, r*), where L* is the 
space of all continuous, w*-lower semicontinuous, sublinear, and positively 
homogenuous functionals on E* furnished with the metric 7*, 
r*(z:, 1;) := sup (,:(x*) -12*(x*)/, 
x* ES’ 
From this duality it follows that (L*, r*) is a complete metric space. It is 
easy to see that (L, t) is a complete metric space, therefore (*Y*, h) is a 
complete metric space. 
THEOREM 4.6 [9]. Let W, c YF x E* be the set of those elements (X, I) 
for which I is a strongly exposing functional for X. Then VO is a dense G6 
subset of -Ir x E*. 
Proof The denseness follows from Corollary 4.4. The part “G6” is 
analogous to the part “Gg” in Theorem 3.1. 1 
As an immediate consequence of Therem 4.6, of its dual analogy asser- 
tion and of a theorem of Kuratowski and Ulam [13, p. 2551, we obtain 
THEOREM 4.7 [9]. Let E* (resp. E) b e separable. Then there exists a 
dense G, subset VO c V (resp. V,* c V*) such that for every X E VO (resp. 
for every X* E V$)the set L(X) of the strongly (resp. the set L(X*) of the 
w*-strongly) exposing functionals contains a dense G6 subset of E* (resp. 
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of E). In particular every XE V0 (resp. every X* E: V$)is the closed (resp. 
w*-closed) convex hull of its strongly (resp. w*-strongly) exposed points. 
Actually L(X) and L(X*) are Cd sets; it follows from the almost obvious 
assertion that for every bounded subset Xc E (resp. X* c E*) the set of 
strongly (resp. w*-strongly) exposing functionals form a G, subset of E* 
(resp. of E) (parhaps empty). Thus Theorem 4.7 follows also from 
Corollary 4.4, from its dual analogy assertion and from this assertion. 
Using the well-known duality between Frechet differentisbility and 
strong exposedness, that x E XE V is strongly exposed by x* (resp. 
x* E XE Y* is w*-strongly exposed by x E E) if and only if cX( .) is Frechet 
differentiable at x (resp at x*) (see for instance [ 1, p. 1593) we obtain 
THEOREM 4.8. Let E (resp. E*) be separable. Then there exists a dense 
G, subset L, c L (resp. L,* c L*) such that every 1~ Lo (resp. every I* E L,*) 
is Frechet differentiable on a dense G, subset of E (resp. of E*). 
For a comparison with Asplund and weak* Asplund spaces see [ 1). 
In the end we will present a generic result about the metric projection in 
an arbitrary Banach space (E, [( . II ). 
Let P be the set of all equivalent to I( . )I norms in E, furnished with the 
metric ~:~.(pI,pz):=supxES I P~(x)-P~(x)I,~~,P~EP. 
First we will prove the following simple 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let pO~ P be fixed. Then there exist C, > 0, C, > 0, 
C; > 0 such that for 0 < 6 < I/C; it is fulfilled: 
C,p(x) < 1) x 11 d C,p(x) whenever x E E, p E P and r(p, pO) < 6. 
Proof. Since p0 and I( . II are equivalent norms, there exist C’, > 0, CL > 0 
such that C’, pO(x) < I( x )I < C;p,(x) for every XE E. Let 0 < 6 < l/C;, 
C, := C’,/( 1 + SC;), C, := C;/( 1 - K;), p E P, z(p, pO) < 6. Then 
II x II d c; PO(X) = c; II x II Po(X/ll x II ) 
< c; II x II CPWII x II I+ Sl = c;(P(X) + 6 II x II 1, 
;h”d;;) 1; [I( 1 - 6C2) < C2 p(x), I( x I( < C2 p(x). Analogically I( x (( > 
1 . 
From this proposition it follows that P is an open subset of the complete 
metric space p of all continuous seminorms on (E, 1) .I) ), under the distance 
r. Therefore P is a Baire space. 
Further we adopt the following notations: for p E P, B[x; r;p], B(x; r;p), 
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,S[x; r; p] will denote respectively the closed, the open ball, and the sphere 
with center x and radius r with respect to the norm p; 
p(x, M) will denote the distance from x to the subset Mc E with respect 
to the norm p:p(x, M) :=inf,..,p(x-y); 
P,,,(x) := {yEM:p(x-ja)=inf,., p(x -z) I- the metric projection of 
x over M with respect to the norm p. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let M be a closed nonempty subset of E, r be the set of 
those elements (x, p) of E x P for which the metric projection P,, r is single- 
valued at x, P,,.(x) = ( Y,~} an d every minimizing sequence (x, },, a , c M 
(that is p(x - x,) -+p(x - y,)) converges to yX. Then r is a dense Gd subset 
of E x P, as E x P is furnished with the metric p: 
P((XlY PI), (x2, PA) = max{llx,-x,ll,z(p,,p,)),forpi~P,xi~E,i=1,2. 
Proof (a) Denseness. Let (x,, pO) E E x P, x0 # M, E > 0, r0 = pO(x,, M), 
0 < 6 < min(s/CZ, l/Cl,, 2&C, r,/(2 + C, E), 2r,/3), r = r. - d/2, where C,, 
C;, and C, are the constants for p0 from Proposition 4.9. By the strong 
Drop theorem there exists a E B(x,; r0 + 6/2; pO) n M such that: 
(1) D(a, B[x,; r;p,] nM= {a} and 
(2) x,, +a whenever {x,},~, = Wa, Nx,; r; pal) and pok, MI 
+ 0. 
Let Z~E [x,, a], pO(xO-z,) = 6, a’= 2z,- a. Then B[z,; r - 6; p,,] c 
. B[x,; r; pO] and a’ E B[x,, r; p,]. Denote A := CO{ {a} u {a’} uB[z,; 
r - 6; pO] ). Then A c D(a, B[x,, r, p,]), therefore by (1) and (2) we have 
(3) A nM= {a) and 
(4) x,+a whenever {x,},>rcA andp,(x,Z,M)-,O. 
Denote al=(a-z,)/(r-a)), az=(a’-z,)/(r-6), B,={x~E:p~(x)<lj, 
B,=(A-z,)/(r-6). Then B,=co{~a,}u{a,}uB,} and po(a,)= 
po(a - zO)/(r - 6) = (pO(a - x0) -pO(x, - zO))/(r - 6) < r/(r - 6). Define 
p,(x):=inf{t>O :x~tB~}, b(x)=(tx:t>O}nbdB,. Wecan write 
P,(X) =p&YpdW)) 
(because b(x) = t(x) x for some t(x) > 0, whence p,(b(x)) = t(x) pO(x) and 
1 =pr(b(x)) = t(x) p,(x)). But b(x) = I,a, + ,uxaz + v,z, where A,, pu,, 
v,E[O, I]. AX+~X+v,=l, ZE&, whence 
1 Gpdb(x)) GA, PO@,) + ~~~daz) + v,pdz) <potal). 
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Thus we obtain 
Ql, PO) = ztfps I Pl(x)--Po(x)l= ;tps I Po(x)/Po(&)) -Po(X)l 
= sup Po(X)(l - Vpo(b(x))) < sup II x II (1 - l/p,(a, ))/C, XGS x E s 
= (I- ~/Po(~I)YCI < (I- (r-Wr)/C1 
= 6/(C, r) = d/(C,(r, - 6/2)) < E, 
and 
llzo-XOII 6c*po(zo-xo)=c~6<&. 
By the construction B[zo;p,(zo -a); p,] = A and pr(z,, M) =pl(zo -a) = 
r-6=:r,. 
Let Wn2 1 =K P~(~~-~~)-,P~(z~--~), and let yn= Cz,, ~1 n X2,; 
r,; p,]. Then pl(y, -z,) -0. Since p, and p. are equivalent (because 
B,/P~(~~) = B. = B,h P~(Y, - z,) --) 0, which means po(yn, W -+ 0. BY (4) 
we obtainy, --) a, andp,(z,-u)<p,(z,-y,)+p,(y,-u)-+O. 
(b) Cd. First we will prove that 
(5) I P(X) -po(x)l Q l/x II Qp, po) and 
(6) P(X, Ml G Po( x0, M) + 6 + 6/C, + dC*(po(x,, M) + s/c, + S) =: 
f(s), whenever x0 E E, I/ x -x0 /( < S < l/C;, r(p, po) < 6, p, p. E P, where 
C,, C2 and C2 are the constants for p. from Proposition 4.9. 
Write 
I P(X) -Po(X)I = II x II I PWll x II 1 -Po(X/ll x II )I d II x II T(P, PO), 
which is (5). 
For (6) let (1 x - x0 I( < 6 < l/C;, z(p, po) < S, p E P. Choose y E M with 
po(x - y) <p. (x, M) + 6. Then, using (5) and Proposition 4.9, we have: 
P~~,~~dP~~-Y~~Po~~-Y~+lI~-Yll~~po~~,~~+~+~~,Po(~-Y~ 
<Po(Xo, Ml +po(xo - xl + 6 + G(Pok Ml + 6) 
dPo(Xo, w + s/c, + 6 + G(Po(Xo, M) +Po(xo -x) + 6) 
<p&o, M) + WC, + 6 + G(po(xo, M) + 6/C, + 6) 
and (6) is proved. 
Let L(x,p,e)={z~M:p(x-z)<p(x,M)+~)forp~P, xeE, s>Oand 
let r,,= ((x,p)~ExP: inf,,, diam L(x, p, E) < l/n>. We will prove that 
r,, is open for every n E N. Let n EN and (x0, po) E r,,. There exists E > 0 
such that diam L(x,, po, E) < l/n. Denote g(6) =f(s) -po(xo, M) and since 
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g(6) -ii -0 0 there exist 6 E (0, l/C;) such that ~(6) +,f’(6) 6C, + cicCzi2 + 
6/C, < ~12. We will check that 
(7) B(x; p(x, M) + 42; p) c B(x,; pO(xo, M) + E; pO) whenever p E P, 
t( p, po) < 6, and /I x - x0 I/ < 6. 
For such p and X, let z E B(x; p(M) + q’2; p). Then, using (5), (6), and 
Proposition 4.9 we have 
po(z - x0) <PO(Z -x) +po(x - 4)) dp(z - x) + s II .z -‘c II + WC, 
<p(x, M) + E/2 + GC& -x) + 6/C, 
<p(X, M) + E/2 + &(p(X, hf) - + E/2) + d(c, 
=p(x, M)( 1 + 6C,) + 6C,v/2 + 6/C, + 42 
<f(s)(l+6c,)+6c,&/2+6/c, -+&I2 
=pO(xO, M) +g(6) +f (6) X2 +X,&/2 + 6/C, + c/2 
< po(xo> M) + E 
and (7) is proved. 
But L(x, p, y) = B(x;p(x, M) + y; p) n M for y > 0; therefore 
L(x,p, v/2) c L(x,,p,, E) which means that (x, p) E r,. Thus I’,, is open. 
Obviously r= n;= 1 r,,. i 
Using a theorem of Kuratowski and Ulam [12, p. 2551, we obtain 
THEOREM 4.11. Let E be separable, M be a closed nonempty subset of E. 
Then there exists a dense G6 subset P, of P such that for every p E P, there 
exists a dense G6 subset EO of E (depending on p) such that for every XE E, 
the metric projection P,., is single-valued at x, P,,.(x) = {y,} and every 
minimizing sequence ( x, } n a , c M, p(x,-x) -+p(x - Y,~) converges to y., 
(and, therefore, P,, p is upper semicontinuous at x). 
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